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“The consumer journey in travel is not linear but rather
cyclical, with consumers’ past experiences feeding through
to and influencing their next decisions as well as those of
other consumers.”
– Sara Ballaben, Senior Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Can social media ads help to drive mobile bookings?
Is real-time in-destination assistance the next big thing?

Mintel estimates that close to 36 million UK adults booked a holiday in 2016, the vast majority of them
(30.6 million) having opted for the online channel. Among these, travel comparison platforms hold the
strongest position with an estimated 14.2 million bookers.
The one-stop-shop proposition that allows people to easily comparison shop and simplifies decisionmaking is certainly what drives OTAs’ popularity, with price by far the biggest pull factor when choosing
the booking platform. The majority (53%) of UK adults indicate price as the first and most important
factor in the decision and more than eight in 10 place it in their top three.
However, Mintel’s research also finds that two thirds (66%) of UK adults would like to receive
suggestions on things to do at the destination when booking holidays online, along with 50% looking
for local transport information and 38% interested in restaurant recommendations. This suggests that
consumers are not as keen on OTAs’ stripped-down service and still look for a good level of service and
assistance, particularly the further they are from home. Going forward we can therefore expect to
continue to see great emphasis on price as the primary differentiator along with a new-found focus on
harnessing real-time data to provide in-destination assistance via mobile.
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Consumers mostly booking as package holiday
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